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The Young Ones and The Vets 

 

This was a typical game for TYO&TV, a close game with a lot of great defending plays! The 

game started with a slow first period with 3-5 shots on both ends and a penalty from TYO&TV's 

captain. The period ended scoreless even thought Alex almost scored a half-court five hole 

buzzer beater! 

 

In the second period we saw SFTTR bring in another number one ranked player to try and 

break the 0-0 tie! However with her first goal in arena hockey, Nicole (Stone) Leclaire rockets off 

Alex (Stephenson) B-C's pass to score right side on Martin (Bobrovsky) Chénier! What an 

incredible shot, you could feel and ear the joy on TYO&TV side and the tension rise on SFTTR's 

bench! Two minutes later, Alain (Theodore) Tremblay passed the ball to Shannyn 

(Marchessault) J. who circled back in the zone to score OÙ MAMAN CACHE LES 

BISCUITS!  (If you dont get it, it means top shelf) She makes it 2-0 TYO&TV. With two 

minutes remaining in the period, Benoit (Kolesar) Delisle striked in the slot from a beautiful 

passing play from Shannyn (Marchessault) J. and Jacob (Karlsson) S.. The period finished 3-0 

for TYO&TV. 

 

SFFTR started the third with a lot of energy but TYO&TV's defense and goaltender all blocked 

the door with an amazing defensive trap! We saw the speedy J-F (Whitecloud) L. come out of 

his zone many time with the ball. Natalie (Pietrangelo) F. and Mike (Barbashev) Z. stopped 

many rushes by clearing and stopping many dangerous attacks. We also saw our second D-

Line Andre (Martinez) F. and Alain (Theodore) T. stop everything even when the other team 

stars were on giving all they got! With a few minutes remaining in the game we even saw 

Antoine (Tkachuk) B-C go in the breakaway one-on-one on Guillaume (Hill) Auger but he stood 

tall and shuted down Antoine's rightside shot! Giving him the 3-0 shutout and TYO&TV the 

victory!  

 

Stars Of the Game 

️ Nicole L 

️ ️ Guillaume Auger 

️ ️ ️ J-F Labelle 

 

Nicole, One goal, GWG 

Alex, One Assist 

Shannyn, One Goal, One Assist 

Ben, One Goal 

Jacob, One Assist 

Alain, One Assist 
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